
Current Events
By: Zyanya Torres-Plata, Yunuen Torres-Plata,

Alexi Benedict
Queen Elizabeth's Passing
As most of us are aware, Queen Elizabeth II had died on
September 8, 2022, in Balmoral Castle at the age of 96. This
marks the end of her reign, as King Charles III is now the
ruling monarch of the United Kingdom.

Updates on Ukraine & Russia
Who blew up the bridge between Ukraine and Russia?
On October 8, 2022, the Crimean Bridge between Ukraine and
Russia exploded via a bomb that was inside of a truck; about
3 people has sadly been killed due to the explosion that
happened on the bridge. Many people believe it was the
Russians, however there are still many theories on the
occurrence. happened, and no one even knows if either of
these countries caused this, but the question that everyone is
thinking is, why? It's possible that maybe someone got tired
of war and thought to intervene by destroying the bridge,
although it is still a mystery.

It’s Flu Season!
By: Doria Sharif

Influenza, better known as the flu, is spreading rapidly
around our district. Many people are getting sick, and
students have to stay home from school because of how ill
they are. Some people even have to visit the emergency
room to recover, so it is best to stay as careful as you can.

Here are some tips to stay safe and/or keep others safe:

1. Wash your hands regularly: It is important to wash
your hands regularly because if you do not, you are
more likely to catch illnesses.

2. Cover your cough: Even if you are not sick, always
cover your cough. That makes it safer for you and
everyone around you.

3. Wear a mask when ill or around someone with a
cold: Wear a mask when sick or around someone sick
to prevent others or yourself from illness

Magnify Mental Health
By: Quinn Powell

When the new school year starts, the change from no work

to hours of work every day can be overwhelming. Especially because
this is the first year since 2019 that education will (hopefully) be
fully in-person. The change from mask-mandates and social
distancing last year to absolutely no restrictions this year can be a
scary change for both younger and older kids. Plus, the 7th and 8th
graders are on a time crunch studying for important tests and
applications for high school.

Coping with normal homework
and class tests can be suffocating
on top of all this. Despite all this,
it’s important to take care of
yourself along with your grades.
Mental health is just as important
to take care of as physical health.
There are mechanisms that you
can use to improve your mental
health and keep it stable while
balancing schoolwork.

One of the most important things is to do your homework right
after you get home. Even though school can be stressful, grabbing a
snack and putting on music while doing your homework can be
quite calming. This also allows you time to take breaks in between
assignments and take your time. Then by the time you finish you
can do the things you enjoy and get a full night of sleep.  Remember
to also have realistic expectations. If you do an after school activity
on a school night that causes you to get home at 7 tired and hungry,
are you going to be able to eat dinner, finish your essay, spend time
with your family, and sleep by 9? Doing this will cause you to get
burnt out from this activity, cause your grades to drop, and lower
your mental health if you're hard on yourself about grades. Lastly,
make sure to have a support system.

Having good friends and/or family members there to support and
help you is helpful for both finishing schoolwork you struggle with
and having a positive mental state. Always reach out when you need
help.

https://www.google.com/search?safe=active&rlz=1CASFJY_enUS1027&q=Balmoral+Castle&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAOPgE-LQz9U3SDGMT1MCswzT47O05LOTrfQLUvMLclL1U1KTUxOLU1PiC1KLivPzrFIyU1MWsfI7Jebk5hcl5ig4JxaX5KTuYGXcxc7EwQAAMnN3DlEAAAA&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwiV4uijgNn6AhUUVDUKHUifCk8QmxMoAHoECEgQAg


Football Hall of Fame
By: Noah Tsapovski

Peyton Manning: Born
on March 24, 1974,
Peyton Manning is
considered to be one of
the best quarterbacks of
all time. Nicknamed “The
Sheriff”, he spent 14
seasons with the
Indianapolis Colts and 4 seasons with the Denver Broncos for
a total of 18 seasons played. Peyton appeared in 4 super
bowls and won 2. He won most valuable player in 2002, 2004,
2008, 2009, 2013 and is brother to equally famous Eli
Manning who was the star quarterback of the Giants.
Retiring from professional football in 2016 and inducted into
the hall of fame in 2021, Peyton has forever left a mark on
football history.

Jerry Rice: Born on October 13, 1962, Jerry Lee Rice is widely
regarded as the greatest wide receiver in football history
due to his numerous records and accomplishments.
Nicknamed “World” for his insanely superb catching ability,
he is most known with his time with the San Francisco 49ers,
however later in his career, he spent some time with the
Oakland Raiders and the Seattle Seahawks for a total of 20
seasons played.  Winning 3 for 3 super bowls, Jerry Rice won
MVP on multiple occasions, including at the Super Bowl.
Leading the NFL in receiving touchdowns for 4 seasons
straight, Jerry Lee Rice retired in 2006 and was inducted into
the Football Hall of Fame in 2010.

Opinions with Yatziri
By: Yatziri Avendaño Hernadez

Some people argue that you can do most in the summer
and less in winter which is why many say it's their favorite
season. This leads to people saying that summer is the best
season there is. Although there are many people who state
this, there are many others who disagree by stating that
what these people don’t realize is that summer is actually
overrated!  Personally, I don't like summer, I don't like the
sweaty and icky feeling you get when you step outside and
immediately start sweating because of the beaming sun. I
could be wearing a short-sleeve shirt and shorts and I would
still be sweating. I would never be able to do anything in the
summer. But, even after all of this, I wouldn't really consider
summer overrated, I think some people just overlook
problems that come with summer. I interviewed other people
asking them if, in their opinion, summer is overrated, here's
what some people had to say…

Trinity from 601 explained how people who say
summer is overrated are wrong for the reason that we have
summer break which means staying at home and relaxing.
On the other hand though, Earus from 700 said, ”yes, summer

is overrated. It's overrated because who wants to sweat and
die in the heat.” Another person from 700, Scarlet, was in
between. “I agree and disagree'' was what she said. “I like
summer because I like going to the beach and not only that
but we have summer break! I'm in between though because
it can get way too hot.” I also interviewed Mr. Faneli, he
stated he disagreed with people who say summer is
overrated because there is no school and you can go to the
beach and pool and overall just have fun in summer. I asked
him about the most mentioned problem about summer, “But
what about the heat? What about sweating and feeling
icky?”. Mr. Faneli responded with, “Yes, but what about the
pool and the ocean? If you are feeling sweaty you can go to
the pool. Another solution could be turning on the air
conditioning.”

It has been demonstrated that opinions vary and
depend on the individual. Various people have different
perspectives, so it is difficult to definitively determine who is
right and who is wrong. So, in your opinion, is summer really
overrated?

Crime Segment: Jeffrey Dahmer
By: Nailea Lazaro & Ellie Kline

Warning: Viewer Discretion is Advised

Today in this monthly crime segment we will go over some of
the biggest cases or even the ones that were killed before
getting any press. Today we will be starting with a case that
was already big but has resurfaced due to a new Netflix
series called Dahmer. If you couldn't have already guessed I
am talking about Jeffery Dahmer. Although this case got a
lot of screen time there are some things that havent been so
transparent.

Jeffery Dahmer was born May 21, 1960 in Milwaukee
Wisconsin, where he lived until he was eight years old. He
later moved to Ohio where he spent most of his life. When he
was younger he was known as unusual and he “became
withdrawn and uncommunicative.” Later on, he decided to
examine and dissect animal carcasses. Many think this was
what sparked his fascination for murder. However, he is also
known for saying he “doesn't want his victims to leave.”

At around 19 years old Jeffery Dahmer killed his first victim,
Steven Hicks. He was an 18 year old hitchhiker looking for a
ride, where Steven was brought to Dahmer’s parents house
and strangled to death. From there Dahmer goes on to
murder about 17 victims. Dahmer’s killing spree came to an
end, July 22 1991 “after he offered three men $100 at a bar to
come with him back to his apartment to take photos, one of
them agreed but when he got to the house, reporte that it
smelled awful.” The victim realized some really criminalizing
things around the apartment, after which he called 911. In
the trial Dahmer was convicted with 17 counts of murder and
life imprisonment without the possibility of parol.

Although he was not did not plead insanity he was
diagnosed with, “borderline personality disorder, schizotypal



personality disorder, and a psychotic disorder, and a
psychotic disorder, even though he was found legally sane in
the trial.” This is not justification and this isn't explanation
but it can give you understanding behind his actions. Many
experts trace my actions on his troubled childhood or these

diagnoses but truly no one
can fully understand because
you would have to be Jeffery
himself sadly we will never
know more thought process
Jeffery Dahmer was beaten to
death while being
incarcerated at Columbia
Correctional Institute
gymnasium in Portage,
Wisconsin.

To find more in depth
information you could look at
the links below

-https://people.howstuffworks.com/jeffrey-dahmer.htm
-https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZCwcX1gHupk
-DAHMER - Monster: The Jeffrey Dahmer Story | Official

Trailer (Trailer 1) | Netflix

Greek Mythology
By: Noah Tsapovski

King Midas The Gold Touch- Thought to have ruled the
Phrygians in the 700s B.C.E, Midas was one of the most
rich and powerful leaders. Dominating much of what is
now Turkey, King Midas was a friend of the Greek gods.
After doing a favor for one of the gods, he was
rewarded with one wish. Against the gods advice,
Midas wished for everything he touched would turn to
gold. At first he was overjoyed, going around his
palace and turning everything in sight of gold. After a
few hours, he was starting to get hungry, and thirsty.
He then went to his new gold palace for supper; but
there was a problem. Since everything he touched
turned to gold, he could
neither eat or drink. So then,
King Midas died of
starvation and dehydration.
This myth teaches us not to
be greedy and to be careful
what you wish for.

This artwork displays King
Midas after accidentally
turning his daughter into pure
gold.

Book Review:
Land of Stories: The Wishing Spell by Chris Colfer

By: Zofia Wiater

Rating: 5/5

This is a great fantasy
fiction book about Twins
that learn that their father
and their grandmother are
from a fairy-tale world.
Throughout the book you go
on an adventure on how the
twins gather magical items
to cast the wishing spell.
Overall, I loved the book and
all the details about their
amazing journey. The author
did a great job on including
a lot of drama and imagery
to the book.
I hope everyone will like this
book as much as I do.

Game Review: Horizon
Forbidden West
By: Alexi Benedict

Horizon Forbidden West is
an open world action
role-playing game
developed by Guerrilla
Game. The sequel to
Horizon Zero Dawn. The
plot follows Aloy, a young
hunter in a world overrun

by machines. The game is set in a post-apocalyptic
version of the Western United States recovering from
the aftermath of an extinction event caused by a
rogue robot swarm. The player can explore the open
world and complete quests using ranged and melee
weapons against hostile machine creatures.The
machines take different forms such
as Dogs, Elephants, and Velociraptors.
Velociraptors are a type of dinosaur
that is the size of a turkey and has a
sickled claw it looks like this. I would
rate this 9/10 because it has good
graphics, fun kind of hard controls
(could be too hard for some) and a
fun story and combat. This game is on
PS4, and PS5 and can be bought for $60 on PS4 and
$70 on PS5

https://people.howstuffworks.com/jeffrey-dahmer.htm
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZCwcX1gHupk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NVHHs-xllqo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NVHHs-xllqo


Movie Review: Hocus Pocus 2
By: Devon Kellne

Hocus Pocus two is the sequel to the classic and iconic
movie from the 90’s with the original cast. A great
choice for a family movie night or sleepover, it’ll get
everyone to laugh. Hocus Pocus 2 is set in 2022 in the
original town as the Sanderson sisters were from. Fast
forward, It’s currently the day of Halloween, which
also happens to be the main character, Becca's,
sixteenth birthday. While performing their annual
halloween tradition, Becca and her friend, Izzy,
accidentally summon the Sanderson sisters. The sisters
explore the modern day as they try to gather
ingredients for their spell, that just might make them
live forever.

I personally would rate it
3.5/5 stars. It’s a good
comedy, but not the most
original plot. It’s a bit basic
and predictable, but good
comfort movie material.
Despite that, I do have to
say the ending was
unexpected, and better than
I thought it was going to be.
I even got a little sad about
it.
Like any movie, there were
parts that I really enjoyed,
and others that I slightly
cringed at. If you decide to
watch it, I hope you enjoy it!

Movie Info:
Rating: PG
Streaming: Disney+
Genre: Comedy, Fantasy

Monthly Debate:
Italian Food or Chinese Food?

By: Charlotte Chu

Some might wonder,
which is better, Italian
food or Chinese food.
Well, I’m here to help
you decide, which is
better, Italian food or
Chinese food!

Why is Italian food better?
Italian food includes multiple of the most

popular and delicious dishes. Pizza and Pasta! While
the most eaten food is Chinese, Pizza is the most
popular food in the world. Pizza has a cheesy flavor
with creamy tomato sauce. Sometimes, other topics
are added like pepperoni, mushrooms, chicken, and
even pineapple! Other types of flavorful Italian foods
include Pasta,  Fiorentina Steak, Truffles, Gelato, and
much more.

Why is Chinese food better?
Chinese food has a wide variety of food like

Peking Duck, Chow Mein (noodles), Scallion Pancakes,
Dumplings, Rice, and so many more Chinese dishes. The
most popular dish in the world is from China, which is
Rice! Rice has been eaten by over 3.5 billion people
around the world. Chinese food is generally healthier
than Italian food since Chinese dishes use more fresh
ingredients and have less fat. Some other Chinese
dishes include Wontons, Orange Chicken, Spring Rolls,
Tofu, and much more.

Vote Here!

https://forms.gle/vTFoT75gxTkhqnWTA

The History of Halloween
By: Emma Carberry

The tradition of Halloween began at the ancient Celtic
festival in the area that is now Ireland. On the night before
the new year the Celts believed that the worlds of living and
dead would open. And on the night of October 31st they
celebrated Samhain, when ghosts believably returned to
earth. On this day people would build bonfires to sacrifice
gifts like animals and food to their gods or would wear
costumes and dance. Then in 43 A.D, the Romans renamed it
All Saints Day, to honor all saints, first celebrated in May
and then moved to November 1st. Then Christinanity spread
and it was renamed All Souls Day, to be celebrated on
November 2nd to honor all spirits. All Souls Day eventually
turned into Halloween.

8988However, the start of trick-or-treating for America
started when Americans dressed up in costumes and went to
people's homes asking for money or food. Around the late
1800’s was when the parties started. However by the 20th
century, people were encouraged by leaders or newspapers
to take the right out of Halloween, and it lost its
superstitious and religious undertones.

However, the real start of trick or treating started at an All
Souls Day parade in England. During these activities, locals
would beg for food, so people gave them things called, “soul

https://forms.gle/vTFoT75gxTkhqnWTA


cakes”, in return for these cakes, locals would agree to pray
for their dead ancestors. This eventually led to young kids
going to houses for candy.

Recipes
By Emma Carberry, Doria Sharif, Zofia Wiater &

Sofia Schreifels

Chocolate Covered Pretzels
By: Zofia Wiater

https://pin.it/drrw6pA

Are you hungry? If so there is a simple solution, make
yourself some hand dipped
chocolate pretzels! This recipe is so
simple you can do it yourself
anytime.
You will need:

- Pretzel sticks
- Any type of chocolate,
- [milk, dark, white , etc. ]
- Toppings of your choice

[sprinkles, chocolate
shavings, etc. ]

Tools you will need:
- Microwave
- Bowl
- Spoon
- Cup

1) Melt your chocolate in your bowl using the microwave
2) Dip your pretzel sticks into the chocolate
3) Get a plate and add your toppings on the plate
4) Take your pretzel stick and roll it into the toppings
5) Place all of the done pretzels in a cup and refrigerate until
solid

Monster Cake Mix Cookies
By: Emma Carberry

https://www.bigbearswife.com/cake-mix-monster-cookies-h
alloweentreatsweek/

A nice sweet snack to quickly make after school just in
time for the fall season. Cake mix  cookies are the perfect

thing. All you need to have from your local supermarket is a
white cake mix, I recommend getting the Betty Crocker
brand, they're delicious and require only three ingredients!
What you need is…

● ½ a cup of Vegetable Oil
● Three Eggs
● 1 cup of Water
● Betty Crocker White cake mix

● Candy eyeballs ( You can
get from Target, if you
can’t find them at your
supermarket)

● Food coloring
● Preheat the oven to 350 F
● In a bowl, mix together

cake mix, eggs and oil. Mix
until fully combined and
thick like dough.

● Separate dough into three bowls. Dye and stir one
bowl of dough purple, one bowl of dough green and
one bowl of dough orange.

● Drop 2 tablespoon sized cookie dough balls onto a
prepared baking sheet. Space each cookie about 2
inches apart.

● Bake in a preheated oven for 10 minutes.
● Remove cookies from the oven and while they are

HOT carefully press candy eyes into cookies.

● Let cookies cool on a wire cooling rack

Random Thoughts
By: Ayden Rios & Chris Aguilar

1. Lawyers hope you get sued, doctors hope you get
sick, cops hope you're a criminal, mechanics hope
you have car trouble, but only a thief wishes
prosperity for you.

2. What if Earth is like one of those uncontacted tribes
in South America, like the whole Galaxy knows we're
here but they've agreed not to contact us until we
figure it out for ourselves.

3. When you say 'Forward' or 'Back', your lips move in
those directions.

4. I've woken up over 10,000 times and I'm still not used
to it

5. Somewhere in the world, there is somebody with
your dream job that hates going to work everyday.

6. When a company offers me a better price after I

cancel their subscription, they're just admitting they

were overcharging me.

7. People who are good looking but have terrible
personalities are basically real life click baits.

8. My dog understands several human words. I don’t
understand any dog barks. He may be smarter than
me.

9. Nothing is on fire, fire is on things.
10. History classes are only going to get longer and

harder as time goes on

https://pin.it/drrw6pA
https://www.bigbearswife.com/cake-mix-monster-cookies-halloweentreatsweek/
https://www.bigbearswife.com/cake-mix-monster-cookies-halloweentreatsweek/



